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ABSTRACT
Learning on twenty first century has influenced the use of technology especially as contextual learning media in the classroom. Moreover, digital generation students have already known the role of technology and have adapted it successfully. Therefore, it was very important to introduce attractive and active learning by using authentic activities and one of these activities was called Mobile Assisted Language Learning (MALL). This learning brought the world’s information only to the students’ smart phone. In contrast to traditional learning in the classroom, the students did not fully gain knowledge in the classroom. In fact, the implementation of MALL could give students’ freedom to learn in terms of time and place. The result of this research showed that students had obstacles in learning especially in terms of activities and the used of teaching media. Students needed authentic learning media that could improve their four skills.

Introduction
Technology has affected the human activities become easier to be conducted. Since the 21st century established it is found that the technology has taken many important roles in human life. The twenty-first century has affected many aspects of activities including in learning activity in the classroom, whether it is affected by the students or teacher itself (Sasmoko, 2017). It means that technology is used as information resources by students in learning. Further, it has influenced the 21st century of learning. This learning can be categorized as digital learning classroom. Related to the character of 21st students, the use of technology cannot be separated on students’ life, students have good ability in possessing the ICT (Kopáčková, 2016). On the other hand, ICT has become the media used by the students and teacher to face in teaching and learning classroom. Teacher and students should be able to master the technology itself, as the importance of the development of technology that will lead the students to face the 21st century skill which is about digital literacy (Yaman, Senel, & Yasil, 2015).

Digital literacy which being apart in 21st century skills is one of important skill that should be taught in the classroom by the teacher in order to build efficient in using the digital technology, communication devices, and the network in digital environments to live life efficiently (Phuapan, Viriyavejakul, & Pimdee, 2015). Moreover, Glister (1997) utters that digital literacy is ability in understanding information in every different format of sources. It means that the teacher responsibility to help the students to manage the skill to promote students engagement in learning through technology. One of potential learning activities conducted in today’s learning combined with technology is called mobile learning (M-learning). It is providing information about educational content in small pocket device (Ligi, 2017). While Quinn (2000) proposes that m-learning is conducting learning activity by using mobile phone. By learning using technology students will have no limitation in time and space. It means students will have freedom to decide their learning activities. Different in
learning language with mobile phone, Mobile Assisted Language Learning is another mobile phone-based learning activity.

Mobile Assisted Language Learning (MALL) is the use of mobile phone in learning target language (Miangah & Nezarat, 2012). The role of technology especially in teaching language has been elaborated by using mobile phone. Since then, students have integrated their learning activities both in and outside of the classroom by using mobile phone. On the other hand, a previous study conducted by Mandal Putra, Santosa, & Susanti, (2018) have found that the use of smartphone-based application has significant effect in improving students’ speaking competency. Furthermore, learning language by MALL can enhance students’ English ability. Furthest, the core of applying MALL is to build autonomous learning ability for the students. This new model of learning activities has successfully minimized the time and space consuming; learning through students’ mobile phone is easier to be implemented (Sato, Murase, & Burden, 2015) especially in learning target language (English).

Bali especially has become one of the first tourism destination in this world have to prepare the world diversity especially in using English as the communication medium, another thing is the era of Economic Asean Community (AEC) has been established in Indonesia which means the future career has widely opened. The role of English language has taken important point on this era. It is followed with the development of technology which has proceeded in tandem. The rapid development of technology has been not followed with the ability of mastering the English language itself. According to English Proficiency Index, Indonesia students generally have lowest English proficiency. It means, students have small chance to compete in this era. Being able to master English is not just about understand to communicate only, but managing others English skills are important to be mastered.

Four English language skills are four basic skills in English that should be managed by the students in order to be a good English user. Moreover, Lorena & Sadiku (2015) addresses that four English skills are the integration of speaking, listening, writing, and reading. Thus, those skills are related to each other. In this case, students are having a course which has integrated those English skills. The name of the course is Intensive English Course (IEC). Teaching in conventional way is not appropriate anymore to be used in teaching generation z (Fatimah, 2017), the deal of students today is engaging with their smartphone. One today’s students characteristic is conducting their activities including learning activities through their smartphone (Csobanka, 2016). Moreover, adapting technology by students has fully discovered which make them able to master the technology itself.

The researcher has conducted preliminary observation to find out the real phenomenon happened in the classroom in learning Intensive English Course. It showed that students have limited information of English Language to be used to conduct both produce and receive English skill. Furthermore, the tent of students being active in the classroom was bigger. It sign that students did not have any good foundation in English in order to be used to communicate, give opinion, or ask to their teacher. Lecturers also still tent to use paper-based textbook in lecturing the students, which that traditional activity does not help the students anymore. If it is repeatedly continued, it will affect students’ performance in English. The role of technology is important to be used by the students (Hashim, 2018).

Previous study has been conducted by (Darmuki, Andayani, Nurkamto, & Saddhono, 2016) entitled Need Analysis Model Student Learning to Speak for Education Study Language and Literature Indonesia. The study has found four main problems and needs for students in language learning. The major problem is students need motivation in learning speaking for higher education. It is because students feel inadequate on their English ability. Second one is students’ interesting in learning how to speak properly. The third one is experience appreciation speaking in university receptively. Last one is the experience of appreciation speaking in university productively. Further, a research by Ulum (2016) entitled A Needs Analysis Study for Preparatory Class ELT Students. The study has found that students need authentic materials to be implemented in speaking learning. Based on these two previous studies, it found that students need highly motivated, authentic and interesting activities should be put into practice to maintain the success of the course. Thus, 21st students’ needs proper learning media which it is wrapped with authentic and motivate students learning and it can be integrated using technology as the learning media to be used to engage their target language language.

In summary, this study aims to identify the students and lecturers’ need toward the use of technology especially the use of mobile phone in language teaching and learning. Since the role of technology has affected the learning process, it means that students have fluency in adapting technology on them. Nevertheless, students’ proficiency was not improved as the development of the technology. Hence, in order to increase students four English learning skills, identify the need of students is important to be conducted to make right and meaningful decision in later implementing mobile assisted language learning in the classroom. Interview guide for students and lecturers will be provided to get access data for this research and the result will be described qualitatively. A previous study has been conducted by Bezirciliğolu (2016) who compose that learning by media device is needed by the students to improve students language knowledge and it has given the students role in language learning and it will lead the access of wide knowledge.
Method

Qualitative research was conducted which were then six freshmen year students of English language education in Ganesha University and five lecturers were interviewed to identify the deep information of students need in learning language using mobile phone. Interview is used when the researcher wants to know about the deep information from the respondent (Sugiono, 2010). Students and lecturers were selected from different classes and based on their IEC book taught in the classroom. Moreover, nine items of questions have been prepared to be asked to the students and twelve items of questions were prepared to be asked to the lecturers. Both students and lecturers’ questions have been designed the blueprint which adapted from Bonces, (2012), Zhang & Burston (2011), Madhumathi (2017), and Klopfer, Squire, and Jenkins, (2002). The result of the interview vividly described.

Results and Discussion

Lecturer interview result

There were twelve questions asked to the lecturers and the results are: the first, the researcher asked about the use of media in teaching activities in the classroom. The answers were all of the lecturers already have used media for teaching in the classroom. In this point lecturers were had several media used especially which engaged with technology. The second one, the researcher asked about the types media used by the lecturers in their classroom during the classroom activities. From those five lecturers, it was found only two lecturers who were already implemented smartphone-based application media they were padlet and kahoot in teaching learning activities along with power point and textbook, while another lecturer has still implemented textbook-based activities. The third one, the researcher asked about the frequencies of the media used during the learning time. The result showed that the media used by the lecturers were depended on the material given. For the use of smartphone-based application only a quarter of 16 meetings conducted. The fourth one, the researcher asked to the lecturers about the response of their students during the use of their media in the classroom. They mostly answered that their students enjoyed with the media used by the lecturers. However, it still made them passive in learning especially due to conventional media used by their lecturer.

The fifth one, the researchers asked about the use of smartphone-based application in teaching activities. The lecturers answered that only two of them already used smartphone-application while the rest have thought whether to use it or not, but they could not find any appropriate application to be used in helping them in teaching their materials. The sixth one, the researcher asked the interviewees about their understanding in integrated learning. The answers were mostly the same they were concluded that integrated learning is how the learning activities are integrated with various learning media especially by the technology and strategies that will help to cover the four of English skills which those four skills are needed by the students to develop their English. The seventh one, the researcher asked about the importance of language and content in integrated material. The lecturers cohesively answered that both between content and language are important in supporting the integrated material, both of them are connected to each other. The lecturers also agreed that both between language and content cannot be separated. The eighth one, the researcher asked to the lecturer about the strength of the implementation smartphone-based application in learning activities. The strengths are by using technology especially smartphone media in teaching, it can make faster for the lecturers in delivering the materials, and easier for the students learn with different several of resources in learning. Another one is, by implementing technology in learning will help students to face the industry 4.0 and AEC. The ninth one, the researcher asked to the lecturer about the weakness of the implementation smartphone-based application in learning activities. The weaknesses are on with its outside factor, they are: signal, quota for them who are not using wifi signal, and students still tend to switch their screen to other things like social media, and the type of smartphone itself, sometimes they are still use low quality of smartphone. The tenth one, the researcher asked if there is an innovative learning media through smartphone-media based, will the lecturers support the media to be used as the learning media in teaching English. The feedbacks were good, all of the interviewees were interested in using the product. They said will support if the media which can be accessed everywhere and anytime and offer attractive learning process. And also as long it is supported with the learning materials taught by them.

The eleventh one, the researcher asked about proper topic which is the integrated one that should be implemented in the application product. The lecturers gave the researcher one topic in every IEC book. For the IEC book 1A the lecturer suggested to develop a material with topic meeting at the campus, the second lecturer who handled IEC book 2A suggested implementing a topic about school uniform, the third lecturer who handled IEC book 3A directions, for book IEC 1B suggested to promote a topic about weather, and the last lecturer from book IEC 2B has suggested to use a topic about obligation and necessity. The twelfth one, the researcher asked about the proper questions need to be given and designed for students in one topic. The lecturers answered that the number of proper questions for students are depends on the material but commonly for the level of first
semester students the lecturers decided to give 10 to 20 questions within different authentic assessments, because university students need challenge which can stimulate their brain to solve the problem independently.

In conclusion, the lecturers have implemented some various media in learning activities, but there were only two lecturers who had used smartphone-based application in teaching while the rest still frequently used power point and textbook. The lecturers were already known well and aware of the 21st century of learning which the screenagers will more engage with technology in learning and they understand well with integrated learning and its importance between language and content, but some technical issues such as connection, smartphone brand, and quota can be one of problems facing by the students. Moreover, the lecturers have divided to five topics which should be developed in the application product complete with its number of task or proper questions to be used in the smartphone-based learning media.

**Students interview result**

There were nine questions asked to the seven freshmen year students and the results are, the first one, the researcher asked about the students’ feeling during the IEC learning activities. Students were quite enjoy with the learning activities given by their lecturers, despite of the materials were easy the lecturers offered fun attractive learning activities, but some of the respondents did not feel the same because some lecturers had minimum experience in teaching on this course since they are new comers, furthermore students also felt bored because the course been divided into several parts. Students thought that it has consumed much time in learning and not all the important materials were completely given due to limit of time. Another one, the lecturer still fully taught using textbook which made them have less sources of information.

The second one, the researcher asked about the implementation of technology in learning, especially the use of smartphone-based application by their lecturers in the classroom. Students responded that only two lecturers are using smartphone application (Kahoot and Padlet) in their learning activities, the rest are still using other technologies such as power point, and paper-based such as flash card and scramble sentences. There were only 2 smartphone applications only used to assess. Kahoot is used for giving quizzes and padlet for giving material such as video which only used to develop students vocabulary only. The third one, the researcher asked about the students’ familiarity in using smartphone application in doing their daily activities. Based on the answers, students are familiar with the use of smartphone application to support their daily life, especially to communicate and get some information and news. The fourth one, the researcher asked about students’ activities by using their smartphone. The response indicated that the students already used their smartphone for studying in term of translating words and improving certain skill not for increasing four English skills yet, browse any information but also some of them use it to communicate with others and playing games or seeking for others entertainments like watching Youtube or listening to music. The fifth one, the researcher asked students’ frequent of time in using their smartphone. The time consumptions were different from every student. The first student spent 9 hours a day, second students spent 14 hours a day, third student spent 6 to 8 hours a day, and fourth student spent 5 hours a day, fifth student spent 10 to 12 hours a day, sixth student spent 9 hours a day, and for the seventh student spent 8 to 10 hours a day. Averagely the students spent 9.5 hours a day to play with their smartphone, whether for communication, game, study, or doing other entertainments.

The sixth one, the researcher asked students about the applications have been installed in their smartphone. The result is six of seven students already installed some application like dictionary, Google translate, Kahoot, and You tube. 1 student installed speaking application namely Elsa speak, 1 installed their phone with IELTS listening application and Schoology, and 1 student have not installed any application. Based on the result, students only installed applications which only focus to help them at least to learn 2 English skill and competence. The seventh one, the researcher asked about the function of their learning applications increase for. For dictionary, Google translate, youtube, kahoot were used by students to enrich their vocabulary, while Elsa speak was used by students to increase their speaking skill, IELTS listening was used by the students to develop listening ability to face IELTS test and Schoology literally used for receiving information posted by the lecturer in online lecturing section.

The eighth one, the researcher asked students’ expectation about learning English through their smartphone-based application. From the students response it can be summarized that Students are expected that they could interact more in learning with their smartphone, challenging game which can motivate them to learn, fast and efficiency, help them to listen the native speaker itself and to improve their listening and pronunciation. Also an application which capable to teach grammar and has many features to make students more engage in learning. The application provides material and quizzes which can increase and enrich students’ engagement in English, moreover the application which capable to teach or cover English four skills. The ninth one, the researcher asked students’ interest to support and use the new application made by the researcher. And the response was open minded, the students were really want to try the application which can make them learn English more everywhere and anywhere just only with their smartphone.
In conclusion, students need a new attractive, fun, challenging, and complex learning media smartphone-based application which can cover those 4 English skills and competencies which wrapped with materials and quizzes. Students have many hours in using their phone, but it is not supported with the applications used on their daily study. It means that they are lack of media to be used in learning English especially to cover four English skills and competencies. Another thing, the application also should be able to motivate and provide with another challenging learning game-based.

Discussion

Based on the need analysis conducted from the interview, fresh graduate students of English Language Education have already used smartphone in their daily life activities including helping to solve their learning activities. Furthermore, Students have averagely spent 9.5 hours a day to keep in touch with their smartphone. In this case, it is supported with Csoanka (2016) who asserts that screenagers or generation z who spent their most time to surf the internet in helping their daily life by using their smartphone properly.

Students or can be categorized as screenagers were born when the technology itself has been developing, which means that they have been using since they were in early age and were able to use technology especially smartphone meaningfully. Regarding to the use of the technology as a tool of helping students’ daily activities especially in learning English, English language Education students need learning materials in form of smartphone-based application media which has a combination of four English skill instead of having conventional learning activity, this statement also supported with Miangah and Nezarat (2012) who add that learning through mobile media can be useful to conduct the learning process efficiently.

The learning will be more than out of the classroom anytime instead of in the classroom and MALL also has benefit in individual learning (Klopfer, Squire, & Jenkins, 2002). Further, students are expect a brand new learning activities that will help them to derive learning information variously such as, conducting learning activities frequently more with their smartphone, have challenging game on it which can motivate them to learn, learning grammar efficiently, have quizzes, providing with native speaker audio and video, importantly students need learning materials media-based which can integrate four skills of English and can be used everywhere and anywhere. Those found also have been supported by Laurie (2015) and Sarrab & Elgamel (2012) assert that mobile learning helps teachers and students to lengthen the learning process out of the classroom, the instruction and flexibility of communication device offer something that will make students get new chance of knowledge instead out of traditional way in the classroom. Authentic materials and highly motivated activities are needed in order to build students’ interest in learning activities and those can be integrated by using technology.

In addition, lecturers interview have collected some points for the researcher. The use of technology has been applying the learning activities in the classroom because the lecturers were aware with the character of today’s students who are not fully agreed with traditional learning and it would make the students feel bored. It is also already stated by Fatimah (2017) that teaching in a conventional way or delivering material traditionally is not appropriate anymore used to face gen z in delivering materials, the teacher should aware in engaging students in learning activities and delivering the material more attractively. Unfortunately not all of the lecturers have implemented smartphone-based learning, only two of them had used it in the classroom while the rest still use another conventional technology such laptop and projector. It was happening because the lecturers have lack of information in selecting the proper technology. Besides, there are still rarely found an integrated materials and skills application for learning English. Another thing is lecturers were understood the implementation of technology to be used in teaching activities, it will prepare the students to face future framework, Asean Economic Community, and Industry 4.0. In essence, lecturers agree with the development of brand new supplementary media in learning English especially in learning Intensive English.

Conclusion and Suggestions

Need analysis was conducted in this study in order to identify the students’ need in learning especially in learning Intensive English Course (IEC) course. Based on the interviews conducted it found that students need attractive, fun, and challenging English learning materials which more engaged with technology such as smartphone-based application to support students learning activities. In the 21st century of learning, introducing the use of technology in improving digital literacy to the students is needed in order to make the students ready to face AEC and Industry 4.0. On the other hand, learning by the conventional way is not appropriate anymore to be conducted and developing new extraordinary media will be a breakthrough movement for the students to increase their ability in English as they need.

After conducting need analysis of the students, for further steps hopefully there is a new authentic learning materials to be developed to help students’ learning in achieving their English ability especially for Intensive English Course (IEC).
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